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MATHEMATICS 
EXTENSION OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS IN (JD 
BY 
S. NEGREPONTIS 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the rneeting of March 30, 1968) 
l. Let D be a discrete set of infinite cardinality m, (JD its Stone-Cech 
compactification, and K the set of all elements of (JD- D that are not 
in the closure of any subset of D having cardinality less than m. Results 
on the 0"'-embedding of the open subsets ofK are given here, in the spirit 
of the beautiful results obtained earlier by FINE and GILLMAN [FG] for 
m=No (in which case K =fJN -N). In our exposition We will mostly follow 
the notation of [GJ], [FG]. 
We state for reference, without proof, some known or simplefactsand 
two definitions. 
l.l. K is a compact space of cardinality exp exp (m). 
1.2. Every open-and-closed set in K is of the form A' =0l1wA n K 
for some subset A of D. 
1.3. For sets A, B in D, A'= B' iff the symmetric difference of A 
and B has cardinality less than m. 
1.4. For sets A, B in D, (An B)' =A' n B'. 
1.5. The cardinal m is defined to be the least among the cardinals k, 
such that a discrete set of cardinality m can be expressed as the union 
of k sets of cardinality less. than m. We shall call m regular if m=m. It can 
be shown that m is always a regular cardinal, and thus for every m we 
have the relations No<m =m<;;m. 
1.6. Definition: For an open set G in K we let n(G) be the least 
among the cardinals n, for which G can be expressed as the union of n 
open-and-closed subsets of K. Sometimes n(G) will be called the type of G. 
We denote by N the set of positive integers. 
2. The case of n( G)< m. 
2.1. Theorem: If G is an open set inK, such that n(G)<m, then 
the closure G of G in K is open. 
Proof: Let n(G) =n. Thus G can be expressed as the union of sets 
of the form A;, i E I, where Ai is a subset of D of cardinality m, and the 
1) Presented to the International SymposiUlll on Extensions of Topological 
Structures and their Applications, Berlin, August 17, 1967. Research for this paper 
was partially supported by grant A-4035 of the Canadian National Research Council. 
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index set I has cardinality n<m. We set A= U A,, and H =A'. Thus 
iEl 
H is open-and-closed, and the closure of G is contained in H. Suppose 
that G#H. Let P be an open-and-closed, non-empty set inK, say P=E', 
such that P n G=0, PC H. Clearly we may assume that E CA. Since 
n < m, there is i E I such that A, n E has cardinality m. Hence (At n E)'= 
=A; n E' is non-empty and contained in G; thus P n G-#0. 
2.2. Corollary: Let G be open inK, n(G)<m, and H any open set 
of K disjoint from G; then G n il = 0. As a consequence, any open set 
of K of type less than m is 0*-embedded in K. 
Proof: The first statement follows immediately from 2.1. To prove 
that G is 0*-embedded inK, we use Urysohn's extension theorem (see e.g. 
[GJ; 1.17]). Let A and B be two closed sets in G, completely separated 
by a continuous function in G. We can find cozero-sets of G, A1 and B1, 
such that A1:) A, B1:) B, and A1 n B1=0. Let G= U O,, where each 
iEl 
O, is open-and-closed, and I has cardinality n<m. For each i E I, the set 
A1 nO, is a cozero-set of O,, and hence equal to a countable union of 
open-and-closed sets of K; thus A1 is the union ofn·No=n open-and-closed 
sets of K. By the first statement of this corollary, A1 n B1 = 0. Thus A1 
and B1 are completely separated in K. 
3. The case of n(G)=m. If m=No, and thus m=No, then this case 
corresponds to a cozero-set G which is not open-and-closed. Two results 
are known concerning such sets: First, G is 0* -embedded in {JN- N; this 
can be easily seen using the fact that NV G is a a-compact space (and 
thus normal) of which G is a closed subset. Secondly, G is never open in 
{JN -N. This fact is proved in [GJ; 6W], for example. We will now obtain 
the corresponding statements for the space K for any cardinal m. The 
argument required to show that G is 0* -embedded in K will by necessity 
be more involved, since no simple criterion exists for the normality of 
D v G. In fact it is not known to the author whether D V G is normal. 
The situation with the second statement (involving the closure of G) is 
more complicated, and the results describing it appear in 3.2, 3.4. 
3.1. Theorem: If G is the union of m open-and-closed sets in K, 
then G is 0*-embedded in K. 
Proof: Let .E be the least ordinal of cardinality m, and set G= V {A~: 
A.<L'}. We set OJ.= U A~for all A.<£, so that G= U OJ. and OJ. COp for {J,.;;,J. J.<E 
all A.< {J. Further 0" is the union of less than m open -and -closed sets of K, 
and by 2.1, OJ. is open-and-closed, with OJ. 0*-embedded in 0". We set 
H = U 0", and prove that G is 0*-embedded in H. Notice that G is dense 
J.<E 
in H. Let f E O*(G), and define f" =flO" for all A.< .E. There is a (unique) 
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continuous extension fx of fx over 02• We define f= U /;.. It is clear that 
I.<E 
J will be continuous if it is well-defined. To prove the latter let p E 02 () 0 fJ• 
and let us assume that A<(J. Then 0 2 COfJ, 0 2 COfJ, and clearly ]p[02 =/;.. 
Let nmv Ox=A~ for subset Ax of D. We define Ex= U A;. for all A<L'. 
{J~}. 
Clearly then B~=A~=02, and B;. C Bp for A<(J. Let A= U A;.. We want 
).<J: 
to extend J to a continuous, bounded real-valued function on Au H. 
For simplicity of notation, let J be denoted also by f. Let /;. = f[O;.. We 
proceed by transfinite induction. Notice that B1 u 01 is easily seen to 
be a paracompact (and thus normal) space, with 0 1 a closed subset of it. 
We let J1 E O*(B1 U 01) be any continuous and bounded extension of ft. 
Suppose that we have defined extensions JfJ for all (J<A, such that 
JfJ E0*(B13 u0p) and]p[ByuOy=Jy for all y<(J<A. Notice that the last 
statement makes sense since Op u Bp ~ 0:> u By. We want to define];. on 
B;. U Ox. There is an obvious mapping 1; already defined on ( U Bp U 
{J<). 
u OfJ) u Ox. Set B; = U Bp, and notice that B~=BfJ u Op; the set of all 
{J<X 
ordinals (J less than A has cardinality less than iii, and the proof of theorem 
2.1 clearly implies that (B;)' = U Op u B;. The inductive assumption 
{J<I. 
Implies that 1; [(B;)' is continuous, and of course 1; [0;. is continuous. 
Thus, 1; will be continuous, if it is well-defined. But t: is obviously well-
defined since (B;)' () 0;. C 0;. C H. We employ now the paracompactness 
of B;. U 0;., and the fact that 0;. is a closed subset of it, to extend t: to 
];. EO*(B;. u O,J Clearly, ];.[Bfi u Op=fp for all {J<A. We now define 
J= U fx, which obviously is a continuous bounded function on AU H. 
But OlfJDA =(JA, and A C Au H C (JA, so that Au H is in fact 0*-
embedded in (JA; since (JA is open-and-closed in (JD, A U His 0*-embedded 
in (JD. It is now clear that G is 0*-embedded in K. 
vVe now determine the cases for which an open set G, with n(G)=iii, 
has an open closure in K. Recall that such sets do not exist if m =No. 
3.2. Theorem: Let G be an open set of K of type iii; then the 
closure G is open iff G contains densely an open set of type less than iii. 
Proof: The converse implication follows from 2.1. For the non-trivial 
implication we notice that we may express G as the union of open sets 
of type less than m,, say G;., A< L', such that G;. C G fJ for all A< (J < L', and 
such that U GfJ is not dense in G;. for all ). < L'. Such a construction can 
8<). 
be carried out inductively starting with a family of open-and-closed sets 
of cardinality iii whose union is G, and making use of the fact that 
no open set of type less than iii is dense in G. (L' denotes as before the 
least ordinal of cardinality iii). Let H = U G;., then G C H C G, and H 
).<J: 
27 Series A 
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is open inK. We actually prove that 11 =G is not open. Let G;. =A; for 
subsets AA of D, and let A be any subset of D such that A' :J H. Notice 
that for all A<E, the set A tl AA- U Ap has cardinality m; for suppose 
{i<A 
that it has cardinality less than m. Then 
0=(A t1 A;.- U Ap)'=(A t1 A.t)'-( U Ap)'=A;~( U A~)=G;.- U Gp, 
{l<A fl<A fl<A fl<A 
contradicting our construction of the sets G;.. Let now !l be the least 
ordinal of cardinality m, and let {6A: A< E} be an increasing set of ordinals 
less than !J, forming a cofinal set in the set of all ordinals less than !J. 
For each A< E we choose a subset BA of A tl AA- U Ap of cardinality 
fl<A 
equal to the cardinality of 6;., and define B= U B;.. Clearly B has cardi-
A<:E 
nality m. Let G=A-B. Now A;.-0 is a set of cardinality less than m, 
and hence A; C G' for all A<E; thus H C 0'. On the other hand A -G=B 
has cardinality m and hence 0' #A'. It follows that G is not open. 
It is almost obvious that for all cardinals n, No<n<:;m, there are open 
sets G, such that n(G)=n, and which contain densely no open set of 
smaller type. E.g. let {At: i E I} be a family of subsets of D, each of 
cardinality m, pairwise disjoint, and with index set I having cardinality n; 
and set G = U A~. In particular we may take n =iii. The following is an 
iEI 
immediate corollary of 3.2 and the succeeding remark. 
3.3. Corollary: For all (infinite cardinals) m, K is not extremely 
disconnected. 
On the other hand it is not obvious for which m, sets of type iii with 
open closure exist. We prove below that this is the case iff iii> No. 
3.4. Theorem: If iii= No, then every open set inK of type iii has 
closure that is not open. If iii> No and No<n<:;m (in particular we may 
take n=iii), then there is an open set Gin K of type n, such that G contains 
densely a cozero-set of K. In fact G in addition is dense in K. 
Proof: The first statement follows by 3.2. We now assume that 
iii'> No. If m is a measurable cardinal, then K meets the non-empty set 
vD-D. It is easy to prove that that vD does not contain K, and thus 
we may choose p E K -vD. We next modify the proof in [FG; 5.3] to 
prove the existence in K of a proper dense cozero-set. Indeed, there is 
f E G({JD) such that f(p) = 0, and f(d) > 0 for all dE D. Let G be the cozero-
set of fiK, and we are to prove that G is a proper dense subset of K. 
Clearly p ¢G. Let A' be a non-empty open-and-closed subset of K, let 
Dn={d ED: f(d)>n-1}; thus A= U (D,. tl A). Since A has cardinality 
n 
m and iii> No, it follows that for some n, D,. tl A has cardinality m. Thus 
0#(D,. t1 A)' C A' t1 G, i.e. G is dense inK. Clearly {JG=K. It is easy 
to see that G can be expressed as the pairwise disjoint union of an infinite 
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sequence of open-and-closed subsets of K, i.e. C is homeomorphic to 
K x N. We let n be the canonical mapping from {J(K x N} onto K x {JN, 
and n* the induced mapping of K -C onto K x ({JN -N). Let now {At: 
i E I} be a family of subsets of D, each of cardinality m, pairwise disjoint, 
with the index set I having cardinality n. We set V = U A;. Let q be 
i£1 
any fixed element of {JN -N, and set Bt=n*-l(A; x (q)}, H = U Bt. For 
i£1 
every i E I, there is Ct open-and-closed inK, such that Ct n (K -C}=Ht. 
We finally set G=C u U C,. Since C C G C K, G contains densely the 
hi 
cozero-set C. It is clear that n(G)=n, since the sets Ct are open-and-closed 
and pairwise disjoint in the compact space K -C. 
3.5. Corollary: The following statements are equivalent: 
(i} iii=No. 
(ii) K is not basically disconnected. 
(iii} The closure of every non-closed cozero-set of K is not open. 
(iv) Every zero-set of K is the closure of its interior. 
(v} K has no proper dense cozero-set. 
The proof of this corollary is essentially contained in the previous 
results. Notice that there are arbitrarily high cardinal numbers satisfying 
iii=No. 
4. Some facts on n(G) >iii. We note here some elementary facts con-
cerning open sets G in K of type larger than iii. One fact is the existence 
of such sets; this follows from a result on almost disjoint families of sets, 
due to Sierpinski. We denote by iii+ the successor of iii in the usual well-
ordering of the cardinals. For sets G, open in K and of type not exceeding 
iii+ the C*-embedding of certain open subsets of G is shown. This result, 
which will be needed in the next section, is a generalization of [ FG; 
theorem 4.1]. 
4.1. Theorem ([S; p. 448]}: There is a family d of subsets of D 
such that card d>m, card (F1 n F2}<m for all distinct F1, F2 in d, 
and card F=m for all FEd. 
An elegant proof of this theorem has been communicated to the author 
by W. W. Comfort: Use [GJ; 12.8] to get a family E of mappings from D 
into D, such that card E>m, and such that any two members of E agree 
only on a set of cardinality less than m, and let d be the family of graphs 
of all mappings in E. 
4.2. Corollary: There are open sets G in K of type larger than m, 
that contain densely no open set of type <; m. 
Indeed the set G= U {F': FEd}, where dis as in 4.1, clearly satisfies 
the requirements. 
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4.3. Remark: There is another way of finding open sets of type 
larger than m. In fact for any p E K, the set K- (p) has type larger than 
m. This can be seen by first noting, as in [GJ; 4G.2], that p has no basis 
for the filter of its neighborhoods having cardinal <,m, and next using 
a familiar compactness argument to verify that in fact p cannot be the 
intersection of at most m open-and-closed subsets of K, i.e. K- (p) has 
type larger than m. However, the two constructions (4.2 and 4.3) differ 
in one important aspect. As it has been noted, the set G constructed via 
Sierpinski's theorem does not contain densely any open subset of type 
< m; but the set K- (p ), in case m >No, and barring some exceptions for 
measurable cardinals, always contains densely a cozero-set of K, as it has 
been noted in 3.4. 
4.4. Theorem: Let G be an open set of K, G= U 0,, where Ot is 
i£1 
open-and-closed for all i E l, and I has cardinality not exceeding m+, and 
let H be an open subset of G such that H n o, is of type not exceeding m 
for all i E I. Then H is 0*-embedded in G. 
Proof: The only case that does not follow trivially from the theorems 
we have already proved is that of I having cardinality m+. For simplicity 
of notation let us assume that I is the smallest ordinal of cardinality m+, 
and that the indices i form the set of all ordinals less than I. Let G, = U 01. 
;~i 
Let I E O*(H), and set It= IIH n Gi. Suppose that li has been extended 
to a function !1 E O*(GJ) for all j <i, in such a way that !1 is an extension 
of A for all k<j <i. Clearly then there is a function 1: defined on 
a; = U G1 u (H n Gi), continuous and bounded, and an extension of all 
i<i 
thefi, j<i, and of li· The set a; is the union of <,m open-and-closed sets 
in K, since H n Gi= U (H n OJ); and hence, by 3.2, a; is 0*-embedded 
1<i 
inK, and in particular in Gi; we let / 1 be a continuous and bounded ex-
tension of 1: over G1,. Finally J = U J, provides a continuous extension 
i<I of I over G. 
5. The condition (p, G). We define in this section the condition (p, G) 
and prove two elementary facts concerning it. We reserve for the next 
section the proof of the deeper theorem on the non-0*-embedding of open 
sets of type larger than m for regular cardinals m. The outlook of the 
present two sections is remarkably similar to the treatment of FINE and 
GILLMAN [ FG] of the case m =No. 
5.1. Definition: Let G be an open subset of K and p an element 
ofG-G. We say that the condition (p, G) is satisfied if there is a neighbor-
hood V of p, and an open set H of K, H C G, H of type not exceeding m, 
such that (G n V) -H has empty interior. 
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5.2. Proposition: If G is an open set inK, such that (p, G) holds 
for all p EG-G, then G contains densely an open set of K, of type not 
exceeding iii. 
Proof: By (p, G), we get an open neighborhood V(p) of p, and an 
open set H(p), such that n(H(p)) <,iii, H(p) C G, and such that (G n V(p))-
-H(p) has empty interior for all pEG-G. Since G-G is compact there 
is a finite cover { V 1 , ... , V n} of G- G, chosen among the V (p), whose 
corresponding open sets are, say, {H1, ... , Hn}. The set A =G-(Vl u ... U 
U Vn) is compact and disjoint from G-G. Let 0 be a cozero-set inK, 
contained in G, containing A, and disjoint from G-G, and setH =H1 u 
U ... U Hn U 0. It is clear that H is an open subset of G, of type not 
exceeding iii, and dense in G. 
5.3. Proposition: Let G be open inK, p EG-G, and suppose that 
(p, G) holds. Then G is 0*-embedded in G u (p). 
Proof: Let V and H be as in definition 5.1. Let f E O*(G), and we 
consider fiH. Since, by 3.2, His 0*-embedded in K, we can extend fiH 
to a (unique) function g E O*(H u (p)). We define Jon G u (p) by J= f 
on G, andf(p)=g(p). Thenfis continuous, since fiG andf!Vn(Gu(p)) 
are continuous. 
6. The case n(G) >m for reg~dar m. For our final results we will have 
to restrict attention to regular cardinals. It will not be surprising that 
we also have to assume a segment of the generalized continuum hypothesis. 
6.1. Theorem: Let iii=m and assume m+=exp (m). Let G be an 
open set in K of type larger than m. Then, either G contains densely an 
open set of type not exceeding m, or else G is not 0*-embedded in K. 
In the latter case, there is a two-valued continuous function in O*(G) that 
cannot be continuously extended, and card ((JG) > exp exp (m+). 
Proof: If G contains densely an open set of type not exceeding m, 
then G is 0*-embedded inK, by 3.2. Suppose that G contains no such set. 
By 5.2, there is p EG-G, such that the condition (p, G) fails. Let I be 
the smallest ordinal of cardinality m+, and let G= U Oi, where Ot is 
i<I 
open -and -closed in K. Let Gt = U 0 1. Further let {Vi : i E I} be a basis 
of open-and-closed neighborhoods for p. Assuming m+=exp (m), the cardi-
nality of a basis of neighborhoods for p is given in [GJ; 4G.2], and is 
consistent with our notation. We suppose that for all j <i( <I), we have 
defined disjoint open sets Af> Bi> such that n(AJ) <,m, n(BJ) <,m. Since 
(p, G) fails, there are disjoint, non-empty open sets At, Bt of type not 
exceeding m, contained in G n Vt- U (Ai UBi U GJ). Define A= U Ai, 
i<i i<I 
B= UBi, and E=A u B. By the construction, for every i<I, En Gt 
i<I 
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is the open set U (AJ u BJ) n G,, clearly of type .;;;.m. By 4.4, E is 
i<i 
0*-embedded in G. But A and Bare complementary open sets in E, each 
of which meets every neighborhood of p. Hence E is not 0*-embedded 
in E u (p). It follows that G is not 0*-embedded in G u (p). Further 
there is a two-valued continuous function ofO*(E), which can be extended 
to a two-valued function of O*(G), but cannot be extended continuously 
over G u (p). This can be seen by an argument similar to [FG; 4.l(b)] 
that will not be repeated here. To obtain the lower estimate of card ({JG) 
we note that G contains a closed 0*-embedded copy of a discrete space 
of cardinality m+. 
It is to be noted that by arguments similar to those in 3.4 and 4.2, 
we can prove that both cases of theorem 6.1 actually occur. 
6.2. Corollary: Let m=m and assume m+=exp (m). Let G be an 
open set inK and pEG-G. Then G is 0*-embedded in G u (p) iff (p, G) 
holds. 
6.3. Corollary: Let m=m and assume m+=exp (m). An open set 
G of K is 0*-embedded inK iff G contains densely an open set of type 
not exceeding m. 
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